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Community content sharing comments are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. More BL2reborn Wiki-English share article stubs electronic technology works Eridian items on Borderlands 2 Français Русскии Українська community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Borderlands 2 BL2 Public Debate Does anyone
know what the maximum statistics are for this? I tried Vicky but unlike class mods it doesn't seem to suggest the best stats. 1 Like I think it's like 34% damage and 47% cooling? Someone smarter than I can shave from time to 10 hours to work 1 like it's cold, thanks for responding quickly! 2 Likes Damage: +39% Cooling Rate: +47% 3 Likes 1 Such for Future
Reference, you can find all max stats on Google documents of links at the bottom of this: Spotters Section Loot Guide and Weapon Vault Hunt 101: Introduction to Weapon Parts &amp; Name Note: This port 'n' merges a few of the old community archives that were featured in the original Loot 101. This includes parts of: Original Skyline for Spotters Guide
Part in Bl2 Vault of Amazing Gear (other sites not available) Turtle Loot List Comprehensive Gun Prequel Turtle Loot Comprehensive List of Gun Titles Loot Original Turtle Tables of Gun Parts (Hat Tip to @Poisd2Stri... 3 Likes thank you for it, I will no doubt spend while just reading everything 2 bone loves of ancients is an ancient electronic articlic artefact in
borderlands 2 bones of ancient Etech artifacts in Borderlands 2 hit [edit] (sample level 53 hit below) Fire damage [edit] +26% Cooldown rate[edit] +31.2% Additional effects [edit] improves elemental damage and practice skill cooling rates see also[edit] bone blood ancient heart of ancient skin boundaries 2 &gt; public discussion &gt; The subject of bone
details of other ancients has the best cooling effect so I farm the bones of the ancients trying to get one that is level 80 OP10 and I finally got one but its cooling rate is only 47%, my natural purple cooling works is at 49% and it's an OP9 note : It is only used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, combat, or rudeness). NEWRelic
Type:OffenseRarity:E-TechOrigin:Level Upgrade #1Oct 24, 2020 17:33 Hey everyone, I'm currently trying to solo Terramorphous as a Level 72 Axton. I'm having a hard time trying an incendiary lead storm and making beams. He's gonna kill me so fast, I think I should try to get an incendiary bone from the old monuments to help preserve wildlife farming to
no avail. Sometimes no dwarf spawns at all. I also have trouble tearing him up, he's only staying a second or two, any suggestions on how to keep him sagged, any mod grenades especially thst better? Maybe cross fire? Page 2 16
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